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Abstract. Modelling the geometry of organic forms using traditional
CAD or animation tools is often dicult and tedious. Dierent models
of morphogenesis have been successfully applied to this problem; however
many kinds of organic shape still pose diculty. This paper introduces a
novel system, the Simplicial Developmental System (SDS), which simu-
lates morphogenetic and physical processes in order to generate specic
organic forms. SDS models a system of cells as a dynamic simplicial
complex in two or three dimensions that is governed by physical rules.
Through growth, division, and movement, the cells transform the geo-
metric and physical representations of the form. The actions of the cells
are governed by conditional rules and communication between cells is
supported with a continuous morphogen model. Results are presented in
which simple organic forms are grown using a model inspired by limb
bud development in chick embryos. These results are discussed in the
context of using SDS as a creative system.
1 Introduction
The beautiful and complex forms found in nature are typically dicult to ge-
ometrically model using traditional CAD or animation tools. One strategy to
assist the creation of these forms is to model the processes behind their genera-
tion; in the case of organic form the processes of biological development. There
are various developmental systems that successfully do this, including grammar-
based methods [1,2], rule-based methods [3{5], cellular automata [6], and phys-
ical simulation systems [7{9] (also see surveys in e.g., [10,11].)
1.1 Organic Form
Developmental systems have traditionally focussed on modelling structurally
complex forms such as plants and architecture, and they perform this task ex-
cellently. However, the application of developmental systems to the synthesis oforganic forms with smooth, complex surfaces is still an open area of research
and the subject of this paper. This paper introduces a new creative system for
generating organic forms with complex organic surfaces that interact in space,
have identiable modules that repeat and vary, have high amounts of symmetry,
and that appear as though they are composed of solid organic matter. Some ex-
isting systems are able to synthesise these kinds of forms, and we briey discuss
some of them, highlighting the limitations which ultimately led to this research.
Incorporating a physical model into a simple growth model can generate sur-
prisingly organic forms. The semi-morphogenetic system of Combaz and Neyret
[7] generates rich and abstract organic forms through physical simulation and
growth. The system requires a user to paint hot-spots onto a surface which cause
an expansion of the surface geometry around that area. The system then nds a
minimal-energy conguration of the geometry by incorporating physical aspects
such as resistance to bending and stretching. The resultant forms have high
amounts of detail in the form of folds and creases which manifest due to the
physical model constraining the growth process. In this system there is no sup-
port for module and symmetry specication which makes this method tedious
when constructing more complex forms. Leung and Berzins [12] and Harrison
et al. [13] experimented with coupling a reaction-diusion process to a growing
surface, but both these methods have only been demonstrated to generate very
simple organic shapes.
There are numerous 2D or surface-based 3D systems that can generate or-
ganic form (e.g., [14,15,9]) They are capable of synthesizing complex organic
structures but their inability to model the physical eects within a growing 3D
solid form greatly constrains the physical appearance of the generated forms
(for example, modelling a tree branch that bends under its own weight is not
easy to model within these systems.) The obvious generalisation of this class of
systems is to 3D volume-based systems such as voxel-based [6], cell-based [16],
or, as presented here, simplex-based. The system of Eggenberger [16] has been
used to evolve simple solid geometries, but it is not yet clear whether it is capa-
ble of generating the type of form discussed above. The system is supercially
similar to the system presented here but diers in geometric representation and
application (articial embryology versus computer graphics).
1.2 Simplicial Developmental System
The successes and limitations of the systems discussed above (and others) led
to a set of requirements for a successful organic form synthesis system: the sys-
tem must be able to represent smooth surfaces that interact in space; it should
support the creation of modules with complex organic interfaces; and be able
to generate organic symmetries with repeated, varying modules. These require-
ments led to the design of the Simplicial Developmental System (SDS): a 2D and
3D organic form synthesis system. SDS grows organic form through simulation
of morphogenetic and physical processes. The system is capable of generating
simple organic modules with repetition and variation that have organic interfaces
(i.e., are geometrically coupled to their parent geometry). This paper introducesSDS, presents details for the 2D version (SDS2), and demonstrates the synthesis
of the simple two-dimensional organic geometry of Figure 1. Investigation into
SDS3 is ongoing.
Fig.1. A starsh{like form generated using SDS.
Overview The basic concepts in SDS are the organism and the cell. An or-
ganism is a connected collection of cells that has three dierent models: the
geometric, physical and process models. The geometric model of the organismspecies the spatial and topological conguration of the cells (Section 2). The
physical model binds a mass-spring system to the geometry, causing the organ-
ism to appear as though it consists of solid, elastic matter (Section 3). Finally,
the process model (Section 5.2) species how cells communicate and behave.
Development is driven by cellular behavior such as division, growth and move-
ment that transform the organism over time (Section 4). This paper presents
some experiments with the system, in which a model of limb bud development
in chick embryos [17] was adapted and some simple organic forms were gener-
ated. Additionally, module boundary, repetition, variation, and parameterisation
are discussed in this experimental context (Section 5). Finally, further research
questions and directions are proposed (Section 6).
2 THE GEOMETRIC MODEL
The geometry of an organism species the structural and spatial conguration
of its cells. SDS2 organisms are sets of triangles joined along edges. The ver-
tices of the geometry specify the positions of the cells, and the edges represent
an adjacency relationship between cells (see Figure 2). This representation is
based on Matela and Fletterick's theoretical model [18,19] and was chosen due
to its conceptual simplicity, support of multi-scale detail, and ability to model
arbitrary forms. SDS3 organisms are sets of non-intersecting tetrahedra joined
along faces. Using the language of simplicial complexes we refer to triangles and
tetrahedra as 2-simplices and 3-simplices (or just simplex for both). Hence an
organism in SDS, whether 2D or 3D, can be said to be composed of cells and
simplices.
Fig.2. The (a) geometric and (b) conceptual models of an SDS2 organism. (c) The
geometric dual is also used in this paper as it provides a clear illustration of the cell
system.
3 THE PHYSICAL MODEL
An SDS organism is physically modelled using a solid mass-spring model. This
approach provides a simple approximation of the complex dynamics within asoft body and is common in physical simulation [20,21]. Using an organism's ge-
ometry the mass-spring model denes energy-minimising forces which cause the
geometry to assume a more natural appearance. Mass-spring systems have been
used to model cell complexes in a number of elds, e.g., computational develop-
ment [16,22]. Our approach is based on that of Teschner et al. [23], in which the
cells, edges and simplices of the geometry are modelled as point masses, edge
springs, and simplex springs, respectively. Edge springs exist between every pair
of adjacent cells (Figure 3) and preserve the local structure of the geometry. Like-
wise, simplex springs exist within every simplex and preserve the local volume of
an organism. (A detailed specication of the system is appended to this report.)
The system is solved using standard real-time numerical integration schemes
with damping added to increase stability. Collision detection and response can
be incorporated into the simulator to prevent the simplices from intersecting;
However, the system presented in this paper did not employ collision detection,
as it was not found to be necessary to achieve the results presented here.
Fig.3. (a) Edge springs exist between adjacent cells. (b) The rest length, R, of an
edge spring is the sum of the radii of the two cells it joins. The actual length V is the
distance between the two cells. The edge spring acts to minimize the dierence between
V and R.
4 TRANSFORMATION RULES
The geometric and physical models are transformed by a set of operations that
model processes within morphogenesis. These transformations are triggered ei-
ther by the process model or as a result of cell movement and allow a simple
organism to develop into a complex one. Some basic operations are dened in
this section: division, growth and movement. These rules are designed to be
general enough to apply to both the two and three dimensional systems. Thus
growth models prototyped in SDS2 can be more easily adapted to SDS3.
4.1 Cell Division
SDS models cell division, or mitosis, with an operation that replaces one cell
with two. A dividing cell chooses a direction to divide into and is replaced withtwo adjacent daughter cells, each half the size of the parent. Cell divisions al-
low an organism to increase in complexity. The balanced internal cell division
methodology of Ransom and Matela [24] can be applied to SDS2; however it
does not easily generalise to SDS3. A simpler approach is taken in SDS (demon-
strated in Figure 4(a)). The operator adds a new cell by subdividing an adjacent
simplex in the direction of division. Division in the boundary is handled with a
few dierent cases (Figure 4(b)).
Fig.4. Division in SDS2. (a) A cell chooses a neighbouring simplex to divide into. The
new daughter cell is placed in the middle of this simplex. (b) Division on the boundary
proceeds by selecting an adjacent boundary edge and either (i) subdividing it as shown,
or (ii,iii) attaching one or two new simplices to the boundary.
4.2 Cell Growth
SDS cells control their rate of growth and as a result the sizes of simplices can
change. This provides a mechanism to generate forms with detail over dierent
scales, as demonstrated in Figure 5. Cell growth coupled with division results in
proliferation, which allows many similar simplices to be rapidly generated. This
is demonstrated in the limb bud experiment presented later.
Fig.5. A time series of a simulation of a growing (marked) cell in an SDS2 form.
The physical model forces the surrounding structure to recongure (using topological
moves) in a visually organic manner.
4.3 Cell Movement
Cells move through space as a result of the physical simulation. SDS also al-
lows cells to move with respect to the topology of their conguration. Thesetopological moves occur when the topology must be changed; for instance, in
SDS2 when a cell crosses over an internal edge then an edge-ip is performed
(Figure 6); this transformation is equivalent to Matela and Fletterick's model
[18]. Boundary conditions are handled similarly. Topological transformations are
applied in SDS3 if a tetrahedron is compressed to zero volume; either via a ver-
tex moving through an opposite face or via an edge moving through an opposite
edge. The transformations are understandably more complex and are the subject
of ongoing research.
Topological moves allow the geometry of an organism to recongure in a
visually organic manner. The moves, caused by internal forces, also allow stresses
to distribute more evenly through an organism, resulting in a physically more
stable topology. Unlike movement, the cell division, growth and death operations
are controlled purely by active cellular processes. These are governed by the
process model, presented in the next section.
Fig.6. (a) A cell moves through space. (b) If the cell crosses the dashed edge it will
be ipped resulting in (c) a new conguration.
5 A STUDY OF LIMB GROWTH
This section presents a study of shape formation in SDS and proposes a simple
process model. A biological model of limb bud development in chick embryos
was adapted and implemented in SDS2, resulting in the growth of simple organic
geometries. The results are now presented and aspects of the model, including
re-use, module boundary, repetition, and variation are discussed.
5.1 Limb Growth in Chicks
Limb growth in early chick embryogenesis is the result of a coupled reaction
between the epithelium (a proto skin) and mesenchyme (free oating cells be-
neath the skin) [17]. The development involves interactions between a region
on the epithelium called the apical ectodermal ridge (AER) and the underly-
ing mesenchyme. Broadly, the AER diuses a protein, Fgf8, which induces the
underlying mesenchyme to proliferate towards it. The proliferating mesenchyme
diuses a protein, Fgf10, which induces the AER to produce more Fgf8. This
feedback loop causes a cluster of cells to proliferate in one direction, resulting in
the growth of a primitive limb (see Figure 7.)Fig.7. Limb bud development. (a) The AER cells are initialised in the epithelium.
(b) The AER releases Fgf8 which induces the nearby underlying mesenchyme to (c)
grow and divide towards the AER, resulting in a feedback cycle and the proximal-distal
(outwards) growth of a limb.
5.2 Process Model
The limb model was adapted into SDS through the specication of a process
model. The process model abstracts the aspects of development that allow cells
to communicate and coordinate their actions. Previous approaches to modelling
cell behaviour have included programmatic [25], GRNs [26], and the rule-based
system of Fleischer [27]. In the latter approach, cells contain continuous concen-
trations of diusing morphogens [28] and perform actions triggered by internal
morphogen thresholds. This method is most suited to the limb bud model and
thus was the basis for the following process model:
{ There is a nite set of morphogens fm1;:::;mng (for this example we have
two morphogens, mf8 and mf10);
{ Morphogens are contained within cells as a continuous concentration value
between 0 and 1;
{ Morphogens diuse isotropically between adjacent cells and decay over time;
{ Morphogens are created in cells at a linear rate dmi
dt ;
{ A set of threshold conditions govern the creation of morphogens and the
triggering of actions;
{ A cell can compute the local morphogen gradient;
{ A cell has an internal type that distinguishes between the AER, epithelium
and mesenchyme (denoted as types AER, E and M); and
{ Dierent conditional rules apply to dierent cell types, for example the Mi
rules apply to cells of type M.
The cell dynamics of the process are modelled as the set of rules in Table 1.
For example, rule AER1 dictates that a cell of type AER with an f10 concentration
greater than the parameter AERthres produces f8 at a linear rate of 4f8.Table 1. Conditional rules for the limb growth model.
rule condition action
AER1 mf10 > AERthres
dmf8
dt = 4f8
M1 mf8 > Mthres
dmf10
dt = 4f10;
dr
dt = 4rM
M2 r > MR divide towards f8 source
E1 mf8 > Ethres
dr
dt = 4rE
E2 r > ER divide towards f8 source
5.3 Results and Discussion
The limb growth model was implemented in an SDS2 prototype. The physical
model was numerically integrated using the mid-point method and morphogen
diusion was simulated using an approximation of the standard particle dif-
fusion equation. The simulations resulted in the formation of simple organic
protrusions. We explored the model in isolation, in the context of re-use, and
considered the eect of changing the size of the induced region. This section
presents and discusses the results of this exploration, and demonstrates the gen-
eration of organic starsh-like forms.
Limb Growth in Isolation. The model was rst applied in an isolated context
in order to determine its form generating potential. The experiment began with a
rectangular conguration of cells, then a single cell in the complex was manually
initialised with a full concentration of f10 and designated as an AER cell. The
simulation sequence shown in Figure 8 demonstrates that this model results
in simple limb-like forms. The limb bud model reveals a general method for
directing growth: local induction with feedback and directed proliferation. The
two way induction allows a cluster of cells to coordinate their actions and the
form that develops is a result of this cluster forcing the epithelium outwards.
The organic conguration of the cells is a direct result of the physical simulation
and the dynamic reconguration.
During growth the limb module closely couples itself with the body it grew
from resulting in an organic interface. Figure 8(g) illustrates that the coupling
between the geometry of the body and limb is complex. These preliminary results
indicate that SDS is capable of generating organic module boundaries. In the
implemented model there is no distinction between the adhesion within the mes-
enchyme and epithelium; this may be the cause of the tumour-like appearance
of the growths. In reality the epithelium is tightly formed whereas the mes-
enchyme contains free oating cells. This could be incorporated into the model
by assigning spring strengths according to region, and will be a subject of future
research.
Growing Multiple Limbs. In biological development the activation of a gene
occasionally triggers a sequence of developmental events. The same gene canFig.8. Simulation of limb growth. (a) The initial form is rectangular with an AER
cell at the top. The form is quickly forced into a (b) minimal energy conguration by
the physical model. (c) f8 (shown as shading) begins to diuse into the surrounding
region. The nearby mesenchyme and epithelium begins to proliferate towards the AER,
causing (d) a bump to appear. (e-g) During the feedback loop the growing tip is pushed
away from the proliferating cluster of cells underneath it.
be activated in dierent locations resulting in the reuse and repetition of mod-
ules. The re-use of growth models in a creative system supports modularity,
and is demonstrated in SDS by generating a form with multiple limbs. The
simulation was initialised with a conguration of cells with multiple AER cells
designated in dierent locations. The limb model was adapted by instructing all
non-proliferating cells to slowly grow. This resulted in a slight tapering of the
limbs because the internal cells grew at a faster rate than the growing tip.
Figure 9 presents the results of the simulation. This experiment demonstrates
that SDS2 supports modularity, organic symmetry, and physicality. The arms of
the starsh illustrate that modules can be designed and then applied in dierent
locations. The dierent initial contexts of the arms and complex interactions
during growth gives rise to subtle variation amongst the modules and results
in an imperfect, organically symmetric form (see Figure 1). The starsh also
has a solid appearance caused by the bending of the limbs and the low energy
arrangements of the cells.
Fig.9. Developmental sequence of a starsh-like form.
Exploring the Parameters. Adjusting the parameters of the model can lead
to dierent characteristics in the developing form. For example, the growingtip cluster can be increased in size by decreasing the rate at which f8 decays.
Experiments indicate that this leads to larger growths which are the result of
a larger proliferating zone in the mesenchyme. Figure 10 illustrates a collection
of dierent starsh forms generated using various sets of parameters. These
demonstrate that qualitative aspects of the starsh model, such as limb width
and curvature, can be changed. Additionally, images (c), (d), and (e) illustrate
situations where the limb process has failed in some areas but succeeded in
others, creating asymmetrical forms.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig.10. Some relatives of the starsh grown using the same process model but with
dierent sets of parameters.
6 FUTURE WORK
There is much more research to be done in this domain. The study of SDS2 is a
stepping stone to SDS3, and research is ongoing to implement these ideas into
a novel 3D form generating system. Parallel to this, there is ongoing research
into the limb model, for example, investigating ways to control size, taper, seg-
mentation and length. Another current research goal is to explore the synthesis
of other basic geometries such as spheres, tubes and folds. A toolbox of these
axiomatic shapes would be highly benecial to the artist. The synthesis of sym-
metries is also currently being investigated. The ideas presented in this paper
provide many opportunities for further investigation. These include the eect of
the environment on growth (such as in [6]) and extending the geometric modelto accommodate more complex features, such as holes and creases. Allowing the
surface topology to change would expand the range of potential forms greatly, but
this would require the denition of further transformations (e.g., an operation
that allows two boundary faces to fuse). The semantics of these transformations
are unclear but this is denitely an interesting area to explore.
7 CONCLUSION
This paper presented initial research into synthesizing organic forms through
morphogenetic and physical simulation. The Simplicial Developmental System
(SDS), a system for generating organic form, was introduced and details were
given for a 2D implementation. SDS can approximate smooth surfaces that in-
teract in space due to its simplicial complex representation and physical model.
The limb bud experiments resulted in the generation of basic organic geome-
tries, and the concepts of module re-use, variation, and organic boundary were
discussed in relation to SDS. The geometric transformations can be considered
similar to the generative machinery of existing grammar-based or CA systems,
and the addition of a physical model provides a further mechanism that con-
strains the possible geometries to visually organic congurations. By construct-
ing the models and operations independent of dimension, growth models built
in SDS2 should apply equally as well in SDS3. SDS shows great promise towards
the goal of complex organic form generation and we hope that ongoing research
will develop the techniques further into a useable, creative 3D organic modelling
tool.
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9 APPENDIX
This section presents the equations that govern the physical model of an SDS
form. A potential energy, E(s), for each edge and simplex is computed from
its current size, V (s), rest size, R(s), and a stiness coecient, sk, using a
generalized form of Hooke's Law (Equation 1). The stiness coecient may vary
between springs.
E(s) =
sk
2
(V (s)   R(s))
2 (1)
Denote by cx, cm and cr the position vector, mass and radius of cell c. Let
sab and sabc be the edge and 2-simplex springs respectively that contain cells a
and b (and c.) The current sizes of edge and 2-simplex springs are:
V (sab) = jbx   axj (2)
V (sabc) =
1
2
j(bx   ax)  (cx   ax)j (3)
R(s) is trivial to compute for edge springs (see Figure 3b) and for 2- and
3-simplexes can be computed using Heron's formula. R(s) is calculated for edge
and 2-simplex springs as follows:
R(sab) = ar + br (4)
R(sabc) =
p
(arbrcr)(ar + br + cr) (5)
After computing the current and rest sizes the potential energy can be com-
puted. This energy of each spring, s, generates a force on each adjacent cell
(Equation 6) that acts to minimise E(s).
Fs(c) =  
@E(s)
@cx
(6)
For example, consider the spring in Figure 3b. Denote this spring as s and
let sk = 1. The derivative of the potential energy of the spring with respect to
ax gives the spring force acting on cell a (Equation 7.) Note that if R(s) = V (s)
then the force is zero, if R(s) > V (s) then a is pushed away from b, and if
R(s) < V (s) then a is forced towards b.Fs(a) =  
@E(s)
@ax
= (1  
R(s)
V (s)
)(bx   ax) (7)
The total force, F(c), acting on a cell is the sum of all forces from adja-
cent springs. This summed force aects the cell's position following Newton's
equations of motion (Equation 6.)
d2cx
dt2 =
F(c)
cm
(8)